
Hybrid and electric motorizations for boats.

Clean, silent and easy.

Cruise silently



Who are we?

French manufacturer of hybrid and electric motorizations.

Located in the port of Arcachon, the Blue team is composed of engineers 
technicians and all support functions.

In its desire to support the energy transition of boats, BlueNav has focused on 
propulsion, storage and on-board production of clean energy, taking into account 
the various constraints of users (battery autonomy, access to recharging, space in 
marina, type of boat, new or retrofit boat, etc.). 
  
BlueNav thus offers a range of innovations, both technological and in terms of use, 
for a more sustainable navigation of tomorrow.

Innovation for Nature.
 
BlueNav partners with numerous shipyards and is supported by a network of 
integrators in France and soon throughout Europe. 

Breathe the open air, reclaim the sea, embark on the journey of hybrid navigation.



Concept

Zero noise, zero emissions, zero vibration.

BlueNav is revolutionizing clean mobility in navigation.

BlueNav has developed an innovative and ecological solution of electric motorization. 
BlueSpin’s electric motors can be adapted to any boat and allow the owner to switch 
from internal combustion to electric power in just a few seconds. BlueSpin offers a 
progressive and transitional approach to boat electrification.
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BlueSpin can, if needed, ensure a purely electric propulsion.



Choose hybridization



BlueSpin Retractable motor is a comprehensive 
hybridization solution for outboard motorization boats.

It can be added to any boat to make it hybrid. Simply pressing a button allows 
switching between propulsion modes, to choose silence or speed.

ADVANTAGES  
   High speed sailing allowed 
   by combustion engine 
   Clean and silent sailing allowed
   by electric propulsion  
   Reduced noise nuisance, air
   and water pollution
   No modification to the boat’s
   structure 
   Ease of maneuvers  
   Low maintenance cost 

FEATURES  
   Available in several engine powers   
(15, 20, 30 et 50kW) 
   Thrust orientation 
   Retractable option to limit drag 
   impact

POWER HORSE
POWER required

(kWh)
(V) (A)(kW)

(HP)

VOLTAGE INTENSITY BATTERY

15kW 20HP 50V 300A 30kWh

30kW 45HP 100V 300A 60kWh

50kW 80HP 400V 130A 100kWh



Choose hybridization



BlueSpin Inhull motor is a retractable electric
propulsion and hydrogeneration solution for sailboats 
amongst other boats.

ADVANTAGES  
   High speed sailing allowed 
   by combustion engine 
   Clean and silent sailing allowed
   by electric propulsion  
   Reduced noise nuisance, air
   and water pollution
   Hydrogeneration
   Ease of maneuvers  
   Low maintenance cost 

FEATURES  
   Available in several engine powers   
(15, 20, 30 et 50kW) 
   Thrust orientation 
   Retractable option to limit drag 
   impact

POWER HORSE
POWER required

(kWh)
(V) (A)(kW)

(HP)

VOLTAGE INTENSITY BATTERY

15kW 20HP 50V 300A 30kWh

30kW 45HP 100V 300A 60kWh

50kW 80HP 400V 130A 100kWh



Choose hybridization



BlueSpin Stationary motor is a comprehensive 
hybridization solution for inboard displacement 
motorization boats.

It can be added to any boat to make it hybrid. The simple push of a button 
switches from one propulsion mode to the other. 

ADVANTAGES  
   High speed sailing allowed 
   by combustion engine 
   Clean and silent sailing allowed
   by electric propulsion  
   Reduced noise nuisance, air
   and water pollution
   No modification to the boat’s
   structure 
   Ease of maneuvers  
   Low maintenance cost 

FEATURES  
   Available in several engine powers   
(15, 20, 30 et 50kW) 
   Thrust orientation

POWER HORSE
POWER required

(kWh)
(V) (A)(kW)

(HP)

VOLTAGE INTENSITY BATTERY

15kW 20HP 50V 300A 30kWh

30kW 45HP 100V 300A 60kWh

50kW 80HP 400V 130A 100kWh



Choose 100% electric

These engines are adaptable to all types of boats.

In order to offer a complete range of solutions to our
customers, BlueNav markets two other more traditional 
motors: BlueDrive and BlueSail.



BLUEDRIVE
S20 LIQUID

BLUESAIL
S15 LIQUID

DIMENSIONS
MOTOR

(mm)
(V) (revolution

/mn)(kW)(kW)

NOMINAL 
POWER

PEAK  
POWER

BATTERY MOTOR

220
-

20

220
-

20

15 20 48 1500

10 15 48 1500

BLUEDRIVE S20 LIQUID

ADVANTAGES  
   Clean and silent sailing allowed 
by electric propulsion 
   Reduced noise nuisance, air 
and water pollution 
   Low maintenance cost

ADVANTAGES  
   Clean and silent sailing allowed 
by electric propulsion 
   Reduced noise nuisance, air 
and water pollution 
   Low maintenance cost

FEATURES  
   Available in 15kW 
   Brushless motor 
   Shaft lines installation 
   Air or liquid cooling 
   Silent and compact 
   Compatible interface NMEA2k

FEATURES  
   Available in 10kW 
   Brushless motor 
   Sail Drive transmission 
   Air or liquid cooling 
   Silent 
   Compatible interface NMEA2k 
   Hydrogeneration

BLUESAIL S15 LIQUID



Stay in touch

Clean, silent and easy.

+33(0) 5 56 83 70 25

contact@bluenav.fr

17 Quai du Capitaine Allègre, 33120 Arcachon, France
33120 Arcachon, France

www.bluenav.com

Sales department


